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In the 1960's Hell's Kitchen wasn't the ethnic melting pot it is today, the neighborhood
was predominately Irish and Italian, so when a black boy named Charles Freeman
moved into the neighborhood, he was immediately labeled an outcast. Charles' luck
changes after meeting a tough Irish kid named Mickey Tansy. Charles finds a protector;
Mickey finds the one person he can trust. A friendship is born that will withstand life's
valleys and peaks for the next for decades. Money, Drugs, Murder, and Music, Charles
and Mickey claw their way to the top, but in the mean streets of New York enemies
wear disguises and hide amongest you.
Fear. Zack Greyson had never known the true meaning of the word until he suspected
he might be gay-which wasn't an option for the personal trainer and ex-football star.
He's tried to convince himself that his attraction to men is nothing more than just a mere
curiosity, but when Jackson Parker walks into his life, that faade comes shattering
down.Jackson Parker is used to rejection because secrets never stay hidden forever.
Left slightly broken and with no sense of belonging after his family's rejection, he's
sought love in all the wrong places before. But meeting Zack, the hazel-eyed jock with
killer dimples, Jackson steps out of his comfort zone and fights one last time for the
happiness he knows he deserves.Falling for a supposed straight guy was crazy, but for
once, Jackson feels like his luck has changed, and he's finally found someone who
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won't throw him away.However, Zack struggles to discover who he is and who he wants
to be. When his fear of coming out drives a wedge between him and Jackson, only one
question remains: Which is stronger: love or fear?*Book 2 in the Awakening series*
A tense and action-packed story of one man who could change history.
Beginning with the great-grandfather Isidor Levin and his emigration from Poland in the
19th century, his establishment of The Royal Danish Distillery - creators of the famous
Danish snaps - and the family's successful assimilation in Denmark, the story follows
the children and grandchildren, as they look for successes in Denmark and abroad, in
business and within the arts. Suzanne Brogger's family saga takes us from Denmark to
Riga and back, through two World Wars, to India and Afghanistan, to America as it was
and as it is, and it takes us through boarding schools, mental hospitals, and
almshouses for the poor. At the heart of the narrative is the grandmother, Katze, and
her memories. She tells the story from her patrician apartment in Copenhagen's
Gammel M-nt 14, where she has lived since the 1940s, and her story is a haunting
portrait of the pride, conceitedness, grandness, and despair, that has followed the Levin
family while the world outside the old apartment gradually fell apart. The family remains
prey to drug addiction and suicide attempts. Some escape into sex, others into
evangelical politics or religion. Regn becomes a UN diplomat in the Third World, his
wife tries to kill their son, while their daughter serves her sexual apprenticeship in a
Thai monastery-brothel and after a brief period of social acceptability, ends her days a
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bag lady in Copenhagen. As diverse and uncompromising as William Styron's Sophie's
Choice and Isabel Allende's House of the Spirits. To have conjured up a cast of
grotesques and rendered them sympathetic is a challenge that Suzanne Brogger has
triumphantly brought off. .
A beautifully illustrated volume on the Tudor-style house, a keystone in American
interiors and architecture. Since its birth in sixteenth-century England, the Tudor-style
house has been a favorite for homeowners from all walks of life. Hallmarks of the style
include steeply pitched gables and roofs covered in slate or imitation thatch, bays of
casement windows with diamond-paned leaded glass, clustered chimney stacks,
interiors of wood paneling and plasterwork, and, especially, half-timbered and stuccoed
facades. In the United States, prime examples can be found coast to coast, from the
Tudor City apartment buildings of New York to the stately homes of Tuxedo Park; from
the cozy, Prairie-inspired homes of Oak Park, Illinois, to the richly nuanced Arts and
Crafts-inflected mansions of Pasadena, California. In an age when all agree that the
McMansion, with its ungainly proportions and sameness of design, should be banished
from the landscape, the Tudor house remains a delight and an inspiration, being
anything but cookie-cutter, with tremendous variation from home to home. The Tudor
Home showcases the wide variety of Tudor homes and the many manifestations the
form has taken across the nation, from the famous communities of Bronxville, New
York, to the California Tudors of Highland Park. With a wealth of color imagery newly
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photographed for this volume and insightful commentary on the history, development,
and evolution of the Tudor style in America, the book is an engaging read that opens a
window on this much loved style of home.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This newly revised deluxe edition of MoMA Highlights celebrates the 90th anniversary
of the Museum MoMA Highlights presents a chronological overview of some of the
most significant modern and contemporary artworks through superb high-resolution
images and short texts by MoMA curators. MoMA Highlights interweaves works from
each of the Museum's curatorial departments - painting and sculpture, drawings, prints
and illustrated books, photography, architecture and design, film, and media and
performance art - to provide a look at one of the premiere art collections in the world.
This anniversary book is almost 50% larger than the standard edition.
The third volume of Thomas Keneally’s history of the Australian people, Australians:
Flappers to Vietnam chronicles the lives and deeds of Australians, both known and
unknown, during the 20th century. Entering an age of consumerism, media, and
communism, Australia underwent radical change in the hands of two less remembered
prime ministers: the stoic Stanley Melbourne Bruce of the Melbourne Establishment
and the humbler Irishman Jim Scullin of the Labor Party. Keneally examines the Great
Crash, the rise of fascism, the reasons why Australia entered the Second World War
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through the massive unemployment that arrived later in the century. With a
compassionate lens and rich storytelling, Flappers to Vietnam presents history in a
fresh and vivid way.
It's the summer holidays, the weather's great, and all the kids are having fun outside. So
where's Greg Heffley? Inside his house, playing video games with the shades drawn. Greg, a
self-confessed 'indoor person,' is living out his ultimate summer fantasy: no responsibilities and
no rules. But Greg's mom has a different vision for an ideal summer . . . one packed with
outdoor activities and 'family togetherness.' Whose vision will win out? Or will a new addition to
the Heffley family change everything?
'Energy Cut' is a definitive 20 step guide that gives small businesses practical advice on how to
cut their energy use and save money.
The blazingly inventive fictional autobiography of Mark Leyner, one of America's "rare, true
original voices" (Gary Shteyngart) Dizzyingly brilliant, raucously funny, and painfully honest,
GONE WITH THE MIND is the story of Mark Leyner's life, told as only Mark Leyner can tell it.
In this utterly unconventional novel-or is it a memoir?-Leyner gives a reading in the food court
of a New Jersey shopping mall. The "audience" consists of Mark's mother and some stray
Panda Express employees, who ask a handful of questions. The action takes place entirely at
the food court, but the territory covered in these pages has no bounds. A joyride of
autobiography, cultural critique, DIY philosophy, biopolitics, video games, demagoguery, and
the most intimate confessions, GONE WITH THE MIND is both a soulful reckoning with
mortality and the tender story of the relationship between a complicated mother and an even
more complicated son. At once nostalgic and acidic, deeply humane and completely surreal,
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GONE WITH THE MIND is a work of pure, hilarious genius.
In an era of dramatic environmental change, social change is desperately needed to curb
burgeoning consumption. Many calls to action have focused on individual behaviour or
technological innovation, with relative silence from the social sciences on other modes and
methods of intervening in social life. This book shows how we can go beyond behaviour
change in the pursuit of sustainability. Inspired by the ‘practice turn’ in consumption studies,
this interdisciplinary book looks through the lens of social practice theory to explore important
and timely questions about how to intervene in social life. It discusses a range of applied
sustainability topics including energy consumption, housing provision, water demand,
transport, climate change, curbside recycling and smart grids, seeking to redefine what
intervention is, how it happens, and who or what can intervene to address the growing list of
environmental calamities facing contemporary societies. These issues are explored through a
range of specific case studies from Australia, the UK and the US, providing theoretical insights
that are of international relevance. The book will be of interest to researchers and students in
the fields of sociology, consumption studies, environmental studies, geography, and science
and technology studies, as well as policy makers and practitioners seeking to intervene in
social life for sustainability.
From kittens to stars to yarn, there are so many things that can be found in the great green
room. Search for them all as you learn your ABCs. This comforting alphabet book links words
and phrases with familiar images from everyone's favorite bedtime book, Goodnight Moon.
Brimming with over 300 botanical motifs, this wonderful resource will provide inspiration and
instructions for embroidery artists and flower ladies everywhere. This collection features
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designs including flowers, ferns, succulents, leaves, bees and garden scenes. The books
includes basic embroidery instruction for stitches and transferring designs onto fabric. Original
designs and clear instructions make this book a must have for any embroidery enthusiast's
library.
Going beyond the issues of analyzing and optimizing programs as well as creating the means
of protecting information, this guide takes on the programming problem of, once having found
holes in a program, how to go about disassembling it without its source code. Covered are the
hacking methods used to analyze programs using a debugger and disassembler. These
methods include virtual functions, local and global variables, branching, loops, objects and
their hierarchy, and mathematical operators. Also covered are methods of fighting
disassemblers, self-modifying code in operating systems, and executing code in the stack.
Advanced disassembler topics such as optimizing compilers and movable code are discussed
as well.
To introduce this great published work on the Eastern, yoga-inspired method of attaining
enlightenment, Evans-Wentz presents 100 pages of explanatory notes. Psychoanalyst C.G.
Jung offers commentary on the differences between Eastern and Western thought, and Donald
S. Lopez, Jr., writes the Foreword. 9 halftones.
This project draws together the diverse strands of the debate regarding disability in a way
never before combined in a single volume. After providing a representative sampling of
competing philosophical approaches to the conceptualization of disability as such, the volume
goes on to address such themes as the complex interplay between disability and quality of life,
questions of social justice as it relates to disability, and the personal dimensions of the
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disability experience. By explicitly locating the discussion of various applied ethical questions
within the broader theoretical context of how disability is best conceptualized, the volume
seeks to bridge the gap between abstract philosophical musings about the nature of disease,
illness and disability found in much of the philosophy of medicine literature, on the one hand,
and the comparatively concrete but less philosophical discourse frequently encountered in
much of the disability studies literature. It also critically examines various claims advanced by
disability advocates, as well as those of their critics. In bringing together leading scholars in the
fields of moral theory, bioethics, and disability studies, this volume makes a unique contribution
to the scholarly literature, while also offering a valuable resource to instructors and students
interested in a text that critically examines and assesses various approaches to some of the
most vexing problems in contemporary social and political philosophy.
When "The Adventures of Barry McKenzie" burst onto the Australian screen in 1972 it created
a furore. With 'Bazza' (Barry Crocker), the chundering, Fosters-sucking innocent abroad, Barry
Humphries and Bruce Beresford created a foil for the poms and an Australian hero despised
by film snobs but loved by audiences. The movie triggered a riotous sequel, "Barry McKenzie
Holds His Own", and a wave of comedies that celebrate and critique the Australian national
character. With irrepressible humour and sharp-witted insight Tony Moore explores the
subversive satire of the films, their influence on his generation, and what they have to say
about who we are today. Included is a glossary of Bazza-isms written by Barry Humphries.
Impulsive Proposal by Jeneth Murrey released on Jan 25, 1990 is available now for purchase.
Aska is the debut cookbook from chef Fredrik Berselius, following the reimagining and
rebuilding of his two-Michelin-starred restaurant. He celebrates the heritage and tradition of his
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native Sweden, his land in upstate New York, and a deep appreciation for the restaurant's
home in Brooklyn. Berselius shares his culinary journey of Scandinavian flavors and
techniques through the courses of his exquisite seasonally-driven tasting menu, which features
ingredients from an urban farm and local producers across the Northeast United States. With a
stark and poetic Nordic aesthetic, Aska includes 85 recipes, evocative personal writing, and
stunning photography. "Mr. Berselius is the rare chef who thinks like an artist and gets away
with it." —Pete Wells, New York Times
In this important new book, Mohan Kelkar, a respected author and professor, presents the
quintessential guide for gas engineers, emphasizing the practical aspects of natural gas
production. Readers will learn to incorporate cutting-edge research in estimating reserves,
evaluating the performance of fractured wells, processing gas, and material balance analysis;
learn to evaluate future performance of gas reservoirs; learn to improve the performance of
gas wells; and more.
So you're ready to make the leap from writing HTML and CSS web pages to creating dynamic
web applications. You want to take your web skills to the next level. And you're finally ready to
add "programmer" to the resume. It sounds like you're ready to learn the Web's hottest
programming language: JavaScript. Head First JavaScript is your ticket to going beyond
copying and pasting the code from someone else's web site, and writing your own interactive
web pages. With Head First JavaScript, you learn: The basics of programming, from variables
to types to looping How the web browser runs your code, and how you can talk to the browser
with your code Why you'll never have to worry about casting, overloading, or polymorphism
when you're writing JavaScript code How to use the Document Object Model to change your
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web pages without making your users click buttons If you've ever read a Head First book, you
know what to expect -- a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. Head First
JavaScript is no exception. It starts where HTML and CSS leave off, and takes you through
your first program into more complex programming concepts -- like working directly with the
web browser's object model and writing code that works on all modern browsers. Don't be
intimidated if you've never written a line of code before! In typical Head First style, Head First
JavaScript doesn't skip steps, and we're not interested in having you cut and paste code. You'll
learn JavaScript, understand it, and have a blast along the way. So get ready... dynamic and
exciting web pages are just pages away.
You know Jesus died for your sins, sickness, and death, but did you also know He crucified
and was resurrected so that you could prosper? God's Creative Power for Finances by Charles
Capps provides clear Bible teaching and reveals God's promises regarding His will for your
finances. Learn to use the authority of God and the promises in His Word to change your
financial situation. This pocket size book will teach you the principals of sowing and reaping,
faith, and spiritual authority. God wants the best for His children; He doesn't want you to lack,
but desires you to prosper in every area.
'This novel warmed my soul more than a mug of tea and a round of hot buttered toast' Red
Magazine 'Fabulously festive, swoonfully romantic and endlessly enjoyable - I loved it!' Isabelle
Broom 'A great piece of storytelling - it swept me away' Sue Moorcroft 'Uplifting, heartwarming .
. . A feel-good festive debut that sparkles with wit, warmth, romance and mystery' Ella Griffin
*********************** A heartwarming festive read set in beautiful Norway - perfect for fans of
Veronica Henry, Jojo Moyes and One Day in December. Jane has given up on love. She might
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have uncovered the news scandal of the year, but she's also been dumped by boyfriend Simon
. . . and has spent the last month avoiding him at the office. With Christmas fast-approaching,
Jane's heart is no closer to mending. But Jane's boss has other plans for her. She needs
someone to go on a luxurious press trip to Norway to cover the story of the Trafalgar Square
Christmas tree and she's selected Jane to go. Jane would much rather wallow at home than
spend a week in the fjords with some ditzy bloggers, a snippy publicist, ever-cheerful colleague
Ben and handsome-but-arrogant TV presenter Philip Donnelly. But as Jane throws herself into
the trip and starts to enjoy herself, it seems that love hasn't quite given up on her just yet...
Amid all the snow, could a gift be awaiting her underneath the mistletoe? ***********************
Readers LOVE A Gift in December! 'I absolutely loved this book!!!' Kirsty 'A great, feel-good
winter read that I would highly recommend... Some real Christmas magic!' Shelley 'The perfect,
cosy read for a cold winter evening' Sarah 'The end of the story is unique and totally
unexpected but coupled with a romance that I couldn't wait to happen... I couldn't put the book
down until I was able to finish it' Jill 'Will fill you with warm fuzzies throughout... An amazing
Christmas read as it transports you to a truly magical place' Brittany 'OMG that ending!... If
you're a fan of a good Christmas novel, then definitely give this a read' Georgina 'Like the best
hot chocolate on a cold day... A gorgeous read' Lou

The interest in Business Continuity has gained significant momentum in the last
few years, especially with the Y2K non-event, the increasing corporate
dependence on computer systems and the growing levels of devastation
associated with recent disasters. This book takes an organization interested in
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continuity planning through the processes needed to develop an effective plan.
"Jim Barnes has succeeded in providing us a much-needed tool, with which we
can condidently face many of the day-to-day challenges of business contingency
planning ... With this book, he has taken an important step in removing much of
the guesswork and frustration from the business continuity implementation
project." From the Foreword by Philip Jan Rothstein, FBCI, President of
Rothstein Associates Inc., Publisher of The Rothstein Catalog on Disaster
Recovery, 2001
Hidden in the mountains of East Tennessee, an eleven-year old goes about the
business of being a boy during the summer of 1970. Within a balance of terror
and innocence, he bears silent witness to ghosts of the dead and the cruelties of
a teenage killer while local justice plays out in a community carved from legacies
of coal mining and religion.
Description: Legends: Pioneers of the Amusement Park Industry, is a multi-book
series that pays homage to the greatest of the great - those who made the
amusement parks, theme parks and waterparks what they are today.
As a young girl growing up in 1970s Afghanistan, Nelofer Pazira seems destined
for a bright future. The daughter of liberal-minded professionals, she enjoys a
safe, loving and privileged life. Some of her early memories include convivial
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family picnics and New Years’ celebrations overlooking the thousands of red
flowers that carpet the hills of Mazar. But Nelofer’s world is shattered when she
is just five and her father is imprisoned for refusing to support the communist
party. This episode plants a “seed of anger” in her, which is given plenty of
opportunity to grow as the years unfold. In 1979, the Soviets invade Afghanistan
beginning a ten-year occupation. The country becomes an armed camp with
Russians fighting U.S.-backed mujahidin fighters while trying to impose military
rule. For Nelofer, daily life includes an endless succession of tanks, rockets
screaming overhead and explosions in the street. During this time, she and her
best friend, Dyana, seek refuge in their love of poetry. At eleven, the two girls
throw stones at Soviet tanks and plot other acts of rebellion at the local school.
As Nelofer gets older, she joins the resistance movement, distributes contraband
books, studies guerilla warfare and hides a gun in her parent’s mint garden.
When Nelofer’s younger brother comes home from school in military garb, the
family finally decides to flee Afghanistan. What follows is a perilous, clandestine
journey across rugged mountains into Pakistan. But the life of a refugee is not
what Nelofer expects. Though she once idealized the mujahidin as freedom
fighters, she is shocked, as a woman, to find herself stripped of her personal
freedom in their midst. In 1990, Nelofer and her family are offered refugee status
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in Canada. Here she corresponds with her friend Dyana, whose letters reveal the
increasing oppression of life under the Taliban. Fearing that her friend will kill
herself, Pazira returns to Afghanistan to rescue her. This search becomes the
basis for the acclaimed film Kandahar. Her journey to discover Dyana’s tragedy
leads her finally to Russia, the land of her enemy, where she confronts the legacy
of the Soviet invasion of her homeland first-hand. A Bed of Red Flowers is a
gripping, heart-rending story about a country caught in a struggle of the
superpowers – and of the real people behind the politics. Universally acclaimed
for its astute insights and extraordinary humanity, Pazira’s memoir won the
Drainie-Taylor Biography Prize for 2005.The Winnipeg Free Press writes:
“Powerfully written, A Bed of Red Flowers is a rare account of a misunderstood
country and its intrepid people, trying to live ordinary lives under extraordinary
circumstances.” The Gazette (Montreal) describes the book as “an outpouring of
passionate non-fiction that captivates like the tales of Sheherazade.… It’s a
remarkable journey. An inspiring read.”
What would Tim Diamond, the world's worst private detective, dowithout his quickthinking brother Nick? The bumbling detective and his kid brother are at it again
in these three hilarious, fast-paced mysteries. Whether it's finding out who
flattened a philanthropist with a steamroller in The Blurred Man, outsmarting
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Parisian drug smugglers on a vacation gone miserably wrong in The French
Confection, or catching the murderer behind a deadly class reunion in I Know
What You Did Last Wednesday, there's never a dull moment with this
crimesolving duo around. Find out if Nick can get to the bottom of these
mysteries before Tim messes everything up, or worse, gets them both killed.
Philosophical Reflections on DisabilitySpringer Science & Business Media
Edited by his daughter Nathalie and translated by award winner Peter
Constantine, this paperback edition includes the stunning "Red Cavalry Stories";
"The Odessa Tales, " featuring the legendary gangster Benya Krik; and the tragic
later stories, including "Guy de Maupassant."
Get savvy advice and hip tips on using Apple TV The Portable Genius series is
all about getting the most from your Apple-inspired digital lifestyle and the
popular and inexpensive Apple TV is no exception. With this helpful guide, you'll
find important basics on how to stream Internet content from Netflix, Hulu Plus,
YouTube, and iTune. In addition, you'll learn how Apple TV fully integrates with
both iOS and OS X and acts as a media hub for viewing content from the iPad,
iPhone, iPod, and Mac via an HDTV. Covering everything from simply connecting
the device to a home entertainment system through setting up accounts and
finding content, this handy resource is packed with tips and tricks that are all
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aimed at helping you get the most from your Apple TV. Offers little-known tips
and tricks for streaming movies from popular services to your Apple TV as well
as using Apple TV as a media hub Features detailed guidance on wirelessly
connecting to personal computers and tablets Highlights ways in which you can
take full advantage of AirPlay and iCloud to stream and share content from your
computer or iOS device Small and portable, Apple TV Portable Genius is packed
with tips and techniques about the things you most want to know about your
Apple TV.
Electricity -- Electronic components -- Semiconductors -- Photonic semiconductors -Integrated circuits -- Digital integrated circuits -- Linear integrated circuits -- Circuit assembly
tips -- 100 electronic circuits.
Johnny Tractor invites the reader to count from one to ten using objects found on a farm. On
board pages.
A comedian's hilarious, sharply observed take on the bizarre events that make up day to day
family life "Every morning I wake up and I think, Today, I am going to be a nice person. But I
can't do it. By 8 o'clock I have lost my mind. Every day my kids act like the whole concept of
getting up and going to school is a brand new idea. 'What, we're going to school? Really, what
a surprise!' Of all the parenting routines, it's the morning routine that turns my head inside out
..." Welcome to the wonderful, slightly wacky world of Mandy Nolan. She is a stand-up
comedian, an artist, and a mother of five children ranging in age from toddler to teenager. Her
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on-stage accounts of everyday events of family life have entertained audiences for years. This
hilarious collection of stories centered around Mandy's chaotic and slightly dysfunctional family
life--and her attempts to be like the perfect, ideal mother she knows exists, somewhere.
Mandy's perspective on home life and all its complications is delightfully unconventional and,
above all, wickedly funny. Her humorous take on the bizarre events and mundanities of daily
life are honestly and sharply observed--whether it is trying to revive her children's dying guinea
pig, coping with their Facebook friends, explaining the dangers of sex and drugs (while hoping
desperately they don't find out about her own past indiscretions), battling against head lice, or
struggling to regain her own disappearing self-identity.
"Aus Holbergs Zeit, Suite im alten Stil, Op.40" - now more commonly known as the "Holberg
Suite" - was written in 1884 for the 200th anniversary celebration of playwright Ludvig
Holberg's birth. Originally for piano, the composer scored it for strings the following year,
conducting the newly-completed arrangement at a March concert in Bergen. The Suite
consists of a Prelude and four dances characteristic of the 18th century. The work was meant
to capture the feel of the era of Holberg's lifetime and has become one of Grieg's most beloved
and performed works, especially in the present setting for strings. This new edition by Richard
W. Sargeant, Jr. has been thoroughly researched to bring you a beautiful score as the
composer intended it.
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